Instructions for using Grandpa’s Chicken & Poultry Feeders
The platform has been detached for packaging.

TO ATTACH PLATFORM

Remove the bolts from the conduit pipe
Line up holes with steel channel arms, push up firmly into place
Bolt tightly with the 4 bolts.

WARNING

Do not use with young chickens as they can hop into feed tray risking injury or
death when the lid closes.
During the training period all extra food (scraps etc...) must be placed inside
the feeder or stopped until training is completed.
The feeder can be used inside or outside but must be on a flat / level surface
to function correctly. Oil the working joints
occasionally.
Keep area under platform clear of debris and long grass so not to reduce the
opening action. Any build up of muck on the platform should be scrapped
off.

TROUBLE SHOOTING

Some nervous chickens and old chickens can take longer to train. Don’t feed
alternatives unless in feeder. Ensure there is no movement of lid or platform in
the 1st setting. Fill the feeder up to reduce noise once in permanent position.
Some weight attached to the platform (temporarily) will slow down the
closing action and reduce noise.

For any personal queries about the feeder or help for all countries to e-mail windsongenterprises or alla.grandpas@yahoo.com

Contact:
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New Zealand

Windsong Enterprises,
364 Whakamarama rd,
R.D.6 Tauranga
3176
Ph: 07 5525225
E: windsongenterprises@yahoo.com

Australia

Grandpa's Feeders,
341 Barwon Heads Roa,
Marshall, Victoria,
3216
Ph: 0406 154 274
E: grandpas@iprimus.com.au

United Kingdom

Grandpa's Feeders,
126 Clevelode,
Guarlford, Malvern,
Worcestershire, WR13 6PA
Ph: 01684 311 729
E: richard@grandpasfeeders.co.uk

United States

Grandpa's Feeders,
375B Green Valley Rd,
Griffin,
Georgia 30224
Ph: 1 678 373 4041
E: sales@grandpasfeeders.com

Instructions for using Grandpa’s Chicken & Poultry Feeders
During the training process it is not advisable to fill the feeder as pests will have access to the food and it is exposed to the weather (if located outdoors).
Daily feeding at this point will encourage the chooks onto the feeder and direct them to the food source.

Week 1
PULL LID UP

2
1

PUSH
IN

Week 2

ATTENTION

The chickens must be trained properly to use the feeder.
Lift the lid of the feed tray until the arms are above the top
holes on the side of the food hopper.
Now insert the bolts from inside the feeder below the arms,
put the washers and nuts on and tighten.
This will hold the lid up so the chickens can access the food.
Leave for 1 week, then lower the bolts to the lower holes.
This allows the platform and the lid to move a little allowing
the chickens to get used to the movement.
Leave it in this position for at least a week, then remove the
bolts and the chickens will readily stand on the platform
opening the lid so they can feed.

WEEK 1

WEEK 2

PERMANENT

Locked fully open bolts in top holes.
There must not be any movement in this setting

Partial movement of platform & feed tray lid,
bolts in lower holes

Feeder fully closed apart from when chickens are feeding.

1ST Setting
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2ND Setting

Setting

